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Abstract. The well-known fact that tropicalsealevel can be usefully simulatedby linear wind
driven modelsrecommendsit as a realistictestproblemfor data assimilationschemes.Here we
reporton an assimilationof monthlydatafor theperiod1975-1992from 34 tropicalPacifictide
gaugesinto sucha modelusinga Kalmanfilter. We presentan approachto the Kalman filter that
usesa reducedstatespacerepresentation
for therequirederrorcovariancematrices.This reduction
makesthe calculationhighly feasible. We arguethat a more completerepresentation
will be of no
valuein typical oceanographic
practice,that in principleit is unlikely to be helpful, and that it
may evenbe harmfulif the datacoverageis sparse,the usualcasein oceanography.This is in
part a consequence
of ignoranceof the correcterrorstatisticsfor the dataandmodel,but only in
part. The reducedstatespaceis obtainedfrom a truncatedsetof multivariateempiricalorthogonal
functions(EOFs) derivedfrom a long modelrun withoutassimilation.The reducedstatespace
filter is comparedwith a full grid point Kalmanfilter usingthe samedynamicalmodelfor the
period 1979-1985, assimilatingeighttide gaugestationsand usingan additionalsevenfor
verification [Miller et al., 1995]. Resultsare not inferior to the full grid point filter, even when
the reducedfilter retainsonly nineEOFs. Five setsof reducedspacefilter assimilationsare run
with all tide gaugedatafor the period 1975-1992. In eachseta differentnumberof EOFs is
retained: 5, 9, 17, 32, and 93, accountingfor 60, 70, 80, 90, and 99% of the model variance,
respectively. Each set consistsof 34 runs,in eachof which one stationis withheld for
verification. Comparingeachsetto the nonassimilation
run, the averagerms error at the withheld
stationsdecreasesby more than 1 cm. The improvementis generallylargerfor the stationsat
lowestlatitudes. Increasingthe numberof EOFs increasesagreementwith data at locationswhere
dataare assimilated;the addedstructuresallow betterfits locally. In contrast,resultsat withheld
stationsare almostinsensitiveto the numberof EOFs retained. We alsocomparethe Kalman
filter theoreticalerror estimateswith the actualerrorsof the assimilations.Featuresagreeon
average,but not in detail, a reminderof the fact thatthe qualityof theoreticalestimatesis limited
by the quality of errormodelsthey assume.We briefly discussthe implicationsof our work for
futurestudies,includingthe applicationof the methodto full oceangeneralcirculationmodelsand
coupledmodels.

also well established[e.g., Cane, 1991; Ji and Smith, 1995;

1. Introduction

Rosati et al., 1996].

The productof the work reportedhere is a sequenceof maps
of sea level in the tropical Pacific. The intense interest in
satellite altimetry is but the most expansive of many
testimoniesto the importanceof sea level as a diagnosticof
the ocean state.
Beginning with the seminal studies of
Wyrtki [1973, 1975], sea level measurementshave played a
crucial role in developing our understandingof the tropical
Pacific and E1 Nifio. Its importancefor E1 Nifio predictionis

The maps we produceare basedon reportsfrom the Pacific
tide gauge network. A dynamicalmodel driven by observed
surface

wind

fields

is combined

with

a data assimilation

procedureto map this data. The model plus data assimilation
is nothing more (or less) than an elaboratedata interpolation
scheme,one which imposessome dynamicalconstraints.
The general objective in data assimilation is to create the
best analysis of the system state by combining incomplete

and inaccuratemeasurementswith output from an imperfect
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oceanographyor meteorology, we all know this is not true at
present. Dee [1995] argues cogently that to a significant
extent, this is not conditional ignorancebut is inevitable.
The usual objection to applying the Kalman filter (KF) to
problems in meteorology or oceanographyis computational
22,599
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expense. The computationalburden is indeed formidable: at
every assimilationtime the KF requiresthe updateof the model
state error covariance matrix, and since even a modest sized

oceanographicor meteorologicalmodel has N = O(105)
variables,this NxN matrix hasO(10 gigawords)or more.
Limits on availablecomputationalpower thus compelus to
abandon the brute force KF which requires updates of the
complete model state error covariance. For those who find it

dismaying to give up on the optimal approachfor merely

including incorporationof diabatic physics in the error
estimationprocedure.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next sectionwe
quickly review the KF and presentour casethat the full KF

wouldbe undesirable
evenif feasible. Section3 explainsour
generalmethodsand section4 their implementationfor the

tropicalPacificsealevelproblem:ourprocedures
for reducing
the state space,for performingthe covarianceupdatesand
combiningmodel forecastand data, and for generatingan

logistical reasons, below we will add some theoretical reasons

estimateof the systemnoise. Section5 introducesthe data we

to seek a different path (also see Dee [1991]). Briefly, we
argue that our imperfect knowledgeof error structuresmakes
the full KF superfluous;that the limited sampleavailableto us
for data assimilationis unlikely to be in detailed agreement
with the long-term error structure, which means that the full
KF is not cost effective; and, finally, that the sensein which
the full KF analysiswould be "best" is not what we want after

use and comparesour approachto a full grid point KF. The
mainbodyof resultsis givenin section6. We concludeby

all.

A number of techniques have been used to reduce the
computational burden of the KF.
Some involve clever
computationalproceduresfor the full KF [cf. Parrish and Cohn,

1985; Cohn and Parrish, 1991], some involve procedural
compromisessuch as dispensingwith the update and instead
using the constantasymptoticgain matrix [e.g., Gourdeau et
al., 1992; Fukumori et al., 1993; Fu et al., 1993], and others
reduce the size of the model until the computationis feasible
[e.g., Miller and Cane, 1989].
These approaches do not adequately address the other
concerns mentioned above. We opt for a procedure that
reduces the size of the state space for the KF without
necessarilyreducing the size of the model being integrated.
This is a commonstrategyfor adaptiveestimationprocedures
where it is essential to reduce the number of unknowns.

Dee et

discussing
someof the implications
of our work,including
possibleextensionsto more complex situations.

2. A Brief Review of the Kalman Filter

To establish notation and to attempt to justify our
approach,it is first necessaryto review someaspectsof the

KF.

Our thinking on this subject has been strongly

conditionedby the pioneering work adapting the KF to
geophysical
fluids by M. Ghil and collaborators
[e.g., Ghil et
al., 1981; Ghil, 1989; Dee, 1991; Ghil and Malanotte-

Rizzoli, 1991; Jiang and Ghil, 1993]. Sinceour exposition
followstheir approach,especiallythat of Ghil and MalanotteRizzoli [ 1991], it can be rather abbreviated. The reader in need

of moredetail shouldconsultthat reference(or Miller and Cane
[1989], or Jiang and Ghil, [1993]).
As notedin the introduction,our objectis to obtainthe best.

analysisfield wa, i.e. the oneclosestto the truestate Wtrueby
combiningthe (forecast)modelstatevectorwfwith the vector
of observations

w ø.

We assume that both the model and

observationsare unbiasedestimatesof the true state, in which
caseany linear estimatecombiningthe two may be written in

al. [1985], for example, parameterizethe error covariancein
the form
terms of a few parametersthat, multiply fixed, specifiederror
structures. Dee [1991] reducesthe state spaceby a factor of 3
wa(t)= w•'it)+ K [wø(t)- Hw/it)].
(1)
by assuming a geostrophic relation between velocities and
The matrix H allows for a general linear relation between
pressure. The long wave approximation in the tropical model
we use [Cane and Patton, 1984] would allow a similar strategy. the model state and the observations. The observations need
but a more general approach is taken here. Our method not be at the model grid points or even be of the same
employs a relatively small set of basis functions assumedable variablesas in the model. (In the formercase,H wouldbe an
interpolationformula.) Typically (and especiallyin
to capture the significant structure. In principle, this set is
arbitrary, but here we use multivariate empirical orthogonal oceanography), the dimension of w ø is much less than the
functions(EOFs). A similar approachwas taken by Hernandez dimensionN of w•'}which includesall modelvariablesat all
gridpoints.If theobserving
locations
varywithtime(e.g.,if
and Calderon [1991], who used a severely truncated set of
spherical harmonics in their application of the KF to an there are data dropouts),then H varieswith time.
The goal is to find the K(t)that minimizesthe expected
atmosphericmodel. The oceanographicwork most similar to
error in wa(t); the leastsquaresansweris
what is done here is that of Fukumori and Malanotte-Rizzoli
[1995] (FMR hereafter),who reducedthe KF state spaceby
K = PfHr (H PfHr + R)-1
(2)
usinga grid coarserthan that of the primarymodelfor the KF.
They usedEOFs to guide the choiceof grid but did not use the wherePf(t) is the forecast
errorcovariance,
R(t)is the
EOFs as a basisfor the KF updatesas is donehere. They also observationalerror covariance,and superscriptT denotes
differin usingtheasymptotic
filter,asgivenby Fukumoriet transpose. The essenceof the formulas (1) and (2) is to
al. [1993]. They justify the reduction by computational weightthe model and observedvariablesinverselyas their
necessity, whereas we believe that the full KF would not be expected errors.
worthwhile even if it were affordable.

Nonetheless, the

parallels between their work and ours are strong, and the
successof the reduced state space approach in two very
different oceanographiccontexts(ours is a linear, large-scale
tropical assimilation of real tide gauge data; FMR's is a
nonlineareddy rich simulationof an idealized midlatitudejet)
builds confidence in the soundnessof the general approach.
Furthermore,our methodsgeneralizeto more complexmodels,

ThisK givesthe bestanalysisin the senseof minimizing

<(Wa- wtrue)
r (Wa- wtrue)>,

(3)

wherethe bracketsdenotethe expectedvalueof the ensemble.

Minimizing (3) yields a "best" analysisthat may violate
desirable dynamical or smoothnessconstraints. If the latter
are desired, they must be imposed, as is often done in

variationaldataassimilations.We returnto thispointbelow.
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Calculating K requiresknowledgeof the observationalerror
covariance R and the forecast error covariance P( The former
is determined by the characteristicsof the instrumentsin the
observing array.
It is also influenced by sampling
considerations. For example, in situ instruments typically
sampleonly a single point, while the model values are meant

to be representative
of averages
overa gridbox(104km2in
our case).

It is usually appropriate to take the errors as

spatiallyuncorrelated
(at leastfor in situdata). Howto findPf
is less obvious, and it is the specialgeniusof the KF to use the
model dynamics to do so.
Let W be the dynamical model that advances the system
state from one time to the next, i.e.,

w/'(t+1)= W wa(t) + (I)'r(t).

(4)

We take the dynamics to be linear and include a possible
external forcing 'r mapped onto the model response by a
mapping •. We allow the possibility that the dynamics vary
in time: ß = ß (t). In the application to tropical sea level
under study here a constant linear model is adequate [e.g.,
Busalacchi and O'Brien,

1981; Cane, 1984; Busalacchi and

Cane, 1985] and the forcing 'r is the surfacewind stress.Given
(4), it follows that

Ptit+l) = W pa(t)WT+ Q(t)

(5)

where pa is the analysis error covariance, i.e.,

pa= <(wa - wtrue)(wa - wtrue)T>
which may be found from the formula

pa= (I- KH) Pf.
Q is the single step "system noise" covariance,
recognitionthat the model is not perfect:

Q(t)= <q(t)q(t)r>

(6)
the

(7)

where q(t) is the error tl/e model makesin the transitionfrom
time t to time t+l:
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For the moment, let us supposethat we somehowpossessa
completeand preciseQ. We thenface the famousproblemof
the KF's insupportableexpense: calculating the P from (5)

and(6) requires
several
timesN3multiplications
pertimestep.
Let us go a step further and assume that the calculation is
feasible, though expensive. We now argue that carrying out
the detailed calculationis unlikely to be much help.
The crux of the argumentis the mismatchbetweenthe very
short duration of oceanographictime seriesand the very slow
convergence of the covariance matrices with sample size.
(Note that this is not the issue of the convergenceof the KF
equations(2), (5), and (6), which is fast.) There are very few
oceanographictime series spanningmore than a few decades.
For the problem addressedin the presentstudy only a handful
of tropical tide gauge records exists before the 1980s. Since
only monthly data are meaningfulfor our purposeof mapping
the climatically important variations, the sample over which
we will be assimilating data consistsof fewer than 300 time
points. We plan to work with Q, the expected system noise
covariance for the ensemble, whereas we would do better to use

Qs, the expectednoise statisticsfor the sample we are working
on. (Of course, it would be best to know the precise sequence
of errors q(t), but then all this machinery would be
unnecessary.) Since we don't know Qs, we use the best
estimate we have for it, which is Q.
Unfortunately, since the convergence of a sample
covariance to the true ensemble covarianceis quite slow, like
the squareroot of the sample length, it is unlikely that Q is
very closeto Qs for samplesso small comparedto N. A nice
illustration of this point relevant to the tropical sea level
problem appears in Figure 1 of Miller [1990]. The major
structuresof Q and Qs (e.g., the largest-scaleeigenfunctions)

are likely to be close, but it is statisticallyunlikely that the
two will agree in detail. We conclude that the expensive
calculationrequiredto computethe P in greatdetailis unlikely
to pay off in a great improvementin the averageanalysisover
the necessarily short duration of oceanographic
assimilations.

wtrue(t+l) = qswtrue(t)+ (I:)q: (t) + q(t).

(8)

Note that q includesthe influence of wind errors.
We further assumethat the systemnoise is uncorrelatedin
time [cf. Dee, 1995;] (FMR, section 3.2):

<q(t) q(t')r> = 0 if t •: t'.

Thus far we have arguedthat we can't fill the systemnoise
covariancefully with meaningfulnumbersand that even if we
could the fine details are statisticallyunlikely to help over the

relatively short duration of our assimilations. We are thus
encouraged
to reducethe numberof degreesof freedomin the
covariance calculation to reflect what error information

we can

know and to avoid expendingcomputingresourceson details
It remainsto specify the systemnoise spatial covarianceQ.

TheKF mightbe saidto tradetheproblem
of specifying
pt',
which is essentiallywhat is donein optimal interpolation(OI)
schemes, for that of specifying Q. This trade is quite

unlikely to be useful.

We furtherarguethat the analysiswill actuallybe betterif
error covariancedetail is omitted: becauseoceanographicdata

are too sparseto supportit, the detail createsmischief. The

favorable. Pf evolvesas the systemevolvesand changes sketchin Figure 1 illustratesthis. In the usualcircumstance
accordingto the quantityand qualityof the observational
data
assimilatedas well as the model dynamics(see (5) and (6)). Q
is a propertyof the systemindependentof the data and the
assimilationprocess,which makesit easierto determine. The
method we use below to specify it clearly relies on this

where the distancebetween data points is large comparedto
error decorrelation scales, the minimization (3) overfits the

data locally, resulting in a solutionthat is not smoothand
generallynot consistentwith expecteddynamicalconstraints
suchas geostrophy;the "bump"in Figure 1 is a unphysical
feature,and most of us would be unhappywith it. A smoother
independence.
Nonetheless, a detailed specification of Q remains a analysiswould be preferable,even thoughit would have a
formidable task. In principle, it requires us to specify largererrorat the datapoints,andthusnot be "optimal"in the
Nx(N+1)/2independent
numbers,
whereN isO(105)or more. usualKF senseof minimizingthe leastsquareserror (3).
This is essentially the issue of regularity discussedby
It is questionablewhetherwe know that many meaningful
numbers about the ocean, let alone its differences from an
Bennett and Budgell [1987]. They showedthat difficulties
oceanmodel. Any meaningfulQ we could write down would ariseif Q is insufficientlyred. In the commoncasewherethe
modeldoespoorly at small scales,the true systemnoiseQ
haveto be specifiedby a far smallernumberof parameters.
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Part I:

using singular vector analysis.

Optimal growth in

seasonal background and ENSO cycles, submitted to Monthly

Weather Review, 1996;

hereinafter referred to Xue et aI.,

submitted manuscript, 1996).
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space:

W(X,t)

E(x) u(t).

=

(9)

The equality in (9) means that the columns of the N

Sketch illustrating the possibility of data
assimilation procedures overfitting the data. Heavy line

depicts the true system state, the light line the forecast state,

and the dashed line the analysis after data assimilation.

dot represents. the observation.

E

The

state space.

The vector

u(t)

If this is not

altered, the analysis puts no credence in the model at small
scales, so it "draws to the data" as in Figure 1.
to insist that

Q

The remedy is

be red or to impose a smoothness constraint

Dee [1991] and Jiang and Ghil [1993]
reddened Q by insisting that the system noise

in some other way.

obey a geostrophic relation between pressure and velocity
Imposing smoothness constraints is a long-standing

by

restricting

(trigonometric)
variability

the

basis

from

analysis

functions.

the

basis

overfitting impossible.

set

to

a

limited

Removing
obviously

set

of

columns of E,

e.g., Fourier components for each model

variable. The important requirement for us is that the choice is
efficient in that it lets us truncate the number of columns in E

for the columns of

u)

E,

N without sacrificing

«

in which case the elements of

principal components (PCs).
basis set

to M

We choose multivariate EOFs (MEOFs)

to be orthonormal;

truncation it is not also true that

With any of these strategies,

local

Q

is

being forced to have fewer significant degrees of freedom than
its full size would allow.
The

arguments

presented

described in the next section.

above

prompt the

strategy

For purposes of specifying

Q

and calculating the P we· reduce the state space to the small

number of degrees of freedom adequate to carry what little we
know about the system noise,' while maintaining enough of
the KF's ability to use the dynamics to propagate error
information.

Inter alia, this reduction ensures a satisfactory

Q

relatively small number of parameters.

E TE
I.
EET I.
=

Because of the

=

(10)
left multiplying the model evolution equation

(4)

by

where

(12)
and

u'

accounts for the influence of the discarded modes at

time t on the retained ones at time t+ I.
that

u'

is negligible.

to make this true by retaining enough MEOFs.

As appears

below, it is more problematic for error propagation.
There is a straightforward way to calculating the transition
matrix

A

(cf. FMR or Xue et al. (submitted manuscript, 1996)

for details). With

A

in hand we find the error covariances P in

the reduced representation from reduced state space versions of

(5), (6),

and

(2):
pI(t+ I) = A paCt) AT + Q(t);
pa
K

propagates these parameters in time rather than the full model
from the parameters.

As in FMR, we assume

For our sea level simulations it is easy

(5)

error covariance. Full covariance matrices can be reconstituted

ET yields
(II)

and P in terms of a
Our version of

are the

Then since

degree of smoothness. The procedure may also be viewed as a
parameterization of the large matrices

u

It is convenient to take the

small-scale
makes

'

these basis functions. There are many possible choices for the

strategy in variational assimilation procedures [e.g., Sasaki,

1970]. Provost and Salmon [1986] dealt with the sparsity of

N

holds the amplitudes at time t of

(and hence the dimension of

will have appreciable power at small scales.

x

are a complete set of basis functions for the model

anything essential.

data

Now

write the state space vector in terms of factors in time and

Figure 1.

errors.

xu,xv'x ,
p

There is no need for the different model variables to be defined

..

matrix

effecti vely

be the vector of all state

W

space variable�._For example, if the model variables are u,v,p

=

(13)

(I - KH) pI;

(14)

pIHT (H pIIiT + Ryl

(15)

=

While these equations are formally identical to the earlier ones
(apart from the change from 'I' to

A),

the meanings of the

symbols have changed. Here

3. General Method

(\6)

We seek representations of the error covariance matrices

Q

with fewer degrees of freedom than implied by the dimension

and

of the model state space.

There is a relation between the new reduced mapping matrix

We begin by finding a reduced

representation of the model state space and a reduced model to
accomplish the transitions from one update time to the next.
Similar developments

are given by FMR,

Xue et at. [1994],

and Y. Xue et al. (Predictability of a coupled model of ENSO

is the system noise appropriate to the reduced system.

and the original full state space one

H

Ht
(17)

which shows that the observational data are now approximated
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in terms of the M retained structuresinsteadof the original N
variables. The analogs of (17) for the statistical matrices,
i.e.,

Q = ErQYEß P = ErPYE; K = ErK *'
need not hold if the influence

of the discarded

(18)

modes on the

retained ones is significant. The full systemallows errors in
modes omitted in the reduced system to propagate"upscale"
into the retainedmodes. If this happens,then Q, the effective
system noise in the reduced space, is not just a truncated
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the shallowwaterequationson an equatorialbeta plane. The
implementationis quite close to that given by Cane [1984]
andBusalacchiand Cane[1985]; additionaldetailsaregivenin
those references. For present purposesthe most serious
shortcoming is probably the approximation that the
stratificationis horizontallyuniform. As given by the cited
references
andMiller and Cane[1989], we usevaluestypicalof

themidPacific:wavespeeds
of 2.86and1.85m s-l andlength
scales of 354 and 285 km for the first and second baroclinic

modes,respectively. Note that sea level is not a primary

versionof thefull Q* butshouldbe modifiedto account
for it.

model variable but is derived as a linear combination of the

The second equality shown in (18) holds only if this
accountingis precise. We return to this issue below when we
consider the constructionof the system noise covariance.
Even if the first two equalities in (18) hold, the relation
betweenthe Kalman gain matricesin (18) need not be true. To

displacements
of the two modes[e.g., Cane, 1984].
The standardmodelconfigurationusedhereis a domainthat

see this, first write

(19) mode Cane and Patton [ 1984] model, six different variablesare

P' containsall the entries in P* related to the truncatedmodes.
will

assume

that P is correct

so that the elements

of P'

representing the covariance of retained modes are all zero.
Now define

R'= H*P'H*r,

(20)

which allows us to write

K*

= EPHr(HPHr+ R'+ R)-1 + P'H*r(HPHr+ R'+ R)-1
=

K"

+

K'.

(21)

The secondgain matrix K' does not project onto the retained
modes at all (EK' = EP' = 0); it is the part of the full gain
matrix that puts the innovationsinto the discardedscales. As
discussed in section 2, we consider it desirable to eliminate it

to avoid overfitting to the data.
K" differs from the K defined in (15) by the inclusion of
the extra noise term R' in the denominator.

As derived here,

this term, which is reckoned at the observationpoints, arises
from the model error covariance in discarded modes. It reduces

the impact K" gives the innovations (the observations)by
"reminding" the filter that some of the innovationbelongsin
the discarded

to 80øW; the exactmodeldomainis evidentin Figure2. The
model time step is 0.25 months. Grid spacing is 2ø in
longitudeand 0.5ø in latitude,requiringapproximately9000
grid points in each of the two vertical modes. For the two-

P* = EPEr + P'.
We

covers the tropical Pacific from 28.75øS to 28.75øN and 124øE

modes.

This suggestsan alternate interpretationof R' as additional
sampling error associatedwith the observations,appropriate
if we regardthe reducedKF procedureas definingthe analysis
at the retained scalesonly. Regarding R'+R in (21) as total
observational error R makes K" identical to the K of (15).
Discarding K' is an immediate consequence of this
interpretation. Though they phrase it somewhatdifferently,
this secondinterpretationis the one taken by FMR. (See their
discussionfollowing equations(14) and (17). Since Kalman
filter theory assumesthat H appliedto the true stategives the
true observation, it is clear that their n' is being treated as
observationalnoise. Consequently,no term like K' appears
in their derivationof an approximatefilter.)

neededto definea completestatespace: for eachverticalmode
(k = 1,2) theseare the two-dimensional
fieldsof Rossbymode

zonalvelocityul•(x,y,t,k)and displacement
hl•(x,y,t,k)and
the zonalarrayof Kelvinwaveamplitudes
aK(x,t,k
). (There
are a few additionalnumbersrelated to the peculiar way the
algorithm handlesboundaryconditionsin a domain that is not
a simple rectangle[cf. Cane and Patton, 1984].)
The model has no thermodynamicsor salinity; it is forced
by surfacewind stress. The wind anomalyfields we use derive
from the Florida State University (FSU) pseudostress
analysis
[Goldenbergand O'Brien, 1981] smoothedand detrendedin the
mannerdescribedby Cane et al. [1986].
4.2.

Our first task is to choose a suitable

•4.1. Models and Wind Forcing
• The numerical model used in our sea level calculation is a

[wo verticalmodeversion
of theCaneandPatton[1984]
talgorithmfor solvingthe linear long wave approximation
to

reduced basis E.

We

will use multivariate EOFs. First, the standard model is run for

the period 1964-1991. After a 3 year spin-upperiod, all model

variables
aresaved
midmonth
fromJanuary
1967to September
1991,yieldingtime seriesof lengthNt = 297. Fromthese
time series,MEOFs are calculatedby the proceduredescribed
givenby Xue et al. [1994] or Xue et al. (submittedmanuscript,
1996).

The model state is thus transformedinto the form (9) in
terms of multivariate PCs u(t) and EOFs E(x). This set of
multivariate
EOFs (MEOFs)
is the most efficient
representation of the "total model variance" (with each
variable weighted the same [cf. Xue et al., 1994]). For our
purposes,it is the "data compression"efficiency of EOFs that
recommendsthis basisset (cf. the discussiongiven by Lorenz,
[1956]). The least severe truncation we will use in what

follows retains93 MEOFs, which keeps99% of the variance.
In section6 we will explorethe consequences
of more drastic
truncations. Figure 2 illustrates how rapidly the series of
MEOFs converges:it takesvery few patternsto reproducethe
large-scalefeaturesof the sea level field, and one might well
question the realism of the details that emerge as more
variance

4. Implementation for Tropical Pacific Sea Level

Reduced State Space

is retained.

While the MEOFs

are the most efficient basis for the model

statesoccurringin the simulationhistory,they are to be put to
a different use, so certain potential problems must be
considered. It may be that the truncatedset is inadequateto
represent the data (see (17)). Missing some structurein the
data error is not a problembut a virtue: the data noisewill be
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Figure 3. Locations of the tide gauge stationsused in the assimilationsand verifications.

automatically filtered out of the assimilation. The unhappy
case is when the. MEOFs,

which derive from a limited

simulation with an imperfect model, miss the true signal.
Fortunately, as will be seen shortly, the truncated MEOF set
we obtainedappearsto be adequatefor the work reportedhere.

4.3.

Tide Gauge Data and Error Structure

The data to be assimilatedare the monthly mean sea level at
the 34 tide gauge stations in the tropical Pacific shown in
Figure 3. The data are obtainedfrom the Sea Level Data Center
(SLDC) at the University of Hawaii as monthly meanswith the
tides removed. Additional processingwas neededto convert to
monthly anomalies. Following the procedure used by the

those papers, not only is the first assumption quite
reasonable,but those unhappywith it are free to interpret it
merely as a device for generatinga structurefor errors due to
other sources.
The second assumption ignores the
inhomogeneities
in the variability of the wind field and in the
distribution of ship tracks and so cannot be strictly correct.
Nonetheless, it is a reasonablestarting point, and since an
important purpose here is to compare with those earlier KF
studies and with Miller et al. [ 1995], we continue to use it.

Thus, denoting the wind error at (x,y) for month t by
e(x,y,t), we assumethat
<e(x,y,t) e(x',y' t')>

=W•5(t-t')
exp[-(x-x')2/Lx
2-(y-y')2/Ly2]. (22)

SLDC, we choosethe period i975 to 1986 as a basis for
calculating climatological monthly means. The record for this
period was too sparsefor this purposeat two stations,Baltra
and Nuku Hiva. At these stationsthe averageannual cycle was
first calculated for the period 1987-1993. To this we then
added the difference between the annual cycle frorff 1975 to
1986 and that from 1987 to 1993 at their nearest neighbors
(Santa Cruz for Baltra and Penrhyn for Nuku Hiva). We
excluded eight additional stationswithin the model domain:
five (Naha, Chichijima, Midway, Bundaberg,Easter) are too
close to the model's artificial boundaries; Quepos is too

Errors are uncorrelated month to month, and the spatial
covarianceis determinedby three parameters: an amplitude
(wind stress squared) and two length scales. Miller et al.
[1995] and Miller and Cane [1989] discussthis form and the
parameter values. We will use

W=(pw/Pa
CD)2
(164
m2/s2),
Lx= 10ø,Ly=4ø

(23)

The values of the length scalesare identical to those in Miller
et al. [1995]. W is obtainedby fitting to the differencesfrom
observations

of a model

run without

assimilation.

This value

contaminated by tectonic movement; and for unknown is approximately one third of the value of Miller et al. [1995]
reasons,Rikitea and Suva correlate poorly (< 0.2) with both due to proceduraldifferences,the most important of which is
the model run and nearby expendable bathythermographs that they generate new random wind field three times per
(XBTs).

The error covariancefor the tide gauge data is as discussed

by Miller and Cane [1989]. Each station is taken to be
accurate to 3 cm, and the errors at different stations are

assumed
to be uncorrelated:
R = (3 cm)2I.

month while we do it once per month.
We will not reprisethe discussionin theseearlier papersbut
concentrateon the new issue of determining the system noise
covariancein the reducedspace,taking (22) and (23) as given,
In doing so we make use of two Monte Carlo runs of the
numerical

4.4.

Modeling

the System Noise

Our starting point for constructinga model systemnoise
covariance matrix is the same as given by Miller and Cane
[1989] and Miller [1990]. The basic assumptionsare (1) the
dominant source of model error is in the wind stressand (2) the

wind errors are statisticallyhomogeneous. As discussedin

model.

In the Monte

Carlo P run the model is forced

by a random zonal wind stressgeneratedfrom a covarianceof
the form (22) for 2001 months. The Monte Carlo Q run differs
from the P run in one important feature: the model state is
reset to zero at the midpoint of each month. The matrix of
covariancesamong the model state variables for the Q run is a
sample estimate of Q. The covariancematrix for the P run is a
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sample
estimate
of Pfforthecaseof nodataassimilation.
The The first term on the right is the error covariancematrix Pø =
<h(t)h(t)r>of the modelproduced
sealevelat theobservation

time mean is taken in place of the ensemble mean, and
statistics

are calculated

from

the 1965 months that remain

after the first 36 monthsof spin up are discarded.
We do not calculatethe hugecovariancematricesfor the full

statespacebut only for the M (=93) retainedMEOFs. At each
month t the MEOFs are projectedonto the full model fields w
and we savethe PC values,p(t) for the P run and q(t) for the Q

points (the locations of the tide gauges),estimatedfrom the
Monte

Carlo

P

run.

We

will

further

assume

that all

the

correlatedstructurein Pø is capturedby the P term; that is, by
the retainedmodes. Then R' is diagonal.
Our estimate

of R' is based on the model error without

assimilationand is likely to be somewhathigh. Recall that
run (as in (10) pot q=Erw). The covariances
are then while we use the reduced state spacefor the error estimation
componentof the KF assimilationprocedure,the full model is
calculatedfrom the resultingtime series(compare(17)):
retainedfor the simulationitself. Thus R' is likely to become

p(i)= <ppT>t; Q(0= <qqr>r

(24)

smaller

as the assimilation

reduces the error in the retained

We then ask whetherp ahdp(i) satisfyreducedspace modes, and the model dynamicspropagatethe improvement
in this part of the stateinto the remainder.
equationslike (11) and the steady[orm of (13)'
p(t+l)=

A p(t) + q(t)'

P = A P Ar + Q.

(25)

(26)

Agreement with (26) was found to be unsatisfactory. We
checked that the sample used in (25) was long enough not to
be the problem. Hence we concludedthat the difficulty mustbe
the influence of the truncated modes on the retained ones, an

influence which is omitted in (25) and (26). Trouble could be
anticipated when working with the error scales(24) and only
O(100) modes. Crudely estimatingthat thesemodesdivide the
model domain into 10 x 10 regionsgives a resolutionof about
15ø x 6ø, leaving too much of the error energy at truncated
scales. According to the argumentsof section 2, the best
diagnosisof the difficulty is that the full spacesystemnoise Q
following from (23) and (24) is not red enoughand shouldbe
changed. A possiblefix is to changefrom the full Q to the

truncatedQ(i), whichis a filteredversionof the full space

5. Comparisonof the ReducedStateSpaceKF
With

a Grid

Point

KF

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the

performanceof the reducedstatespaceKF is comparableto
that of a full state space KF, i.e., one which retains the full
error covariance matrix with a row and column for every
variableat every model grid point. We compareto the results
of Miller et al. [1995], who used the same Cane and Patton
[1984] numerical model employed here with the same
parametersettings. The principal differencesare that Miller et

al. hadto usea coarser
grid(2ø latitudex 5ø longitude;
= 103
grid points) in order to reduce the state space to a
computationallyfeasible size and that they add dissipationin
order to suppressgrid scale noise excited by the assimilation
process.

Miller et al. [1995] used a total of 15 tide gaugestations,
assimilating data from eight of them and withholding the
other sevenfor verification. The periodof the assimilationis
modifications.
the 7 years 1979-1985. We assimilated the same stationsfor
The noise model we use is the following. Using the time
the same period; results are presentedin Table 1 in terms of
seriesp(t) we find A', the model that is the best fit to (26) in a
rms errors. Comparingfirst the 93 EOF run with the grid point
least squaressense:
filter, we reach the general conclusion that the results are
A'= <p(t+l)p(t)r>t <p(t)p(t)r>t
-1.
(27) comparable. The rms errors rarely differ by even as much as 1
cm, and at only one point (Kanton) do the correlation
(This is a standard procedure for constructinga multivariate
coefficients(not shown) differ by as much as 0.1.
AR(1) model; for a related example see Blumenthal [1991]).
The only systematicdifferencewe discernis a tendencyfor
We then calculatethe systemnoiseQ' from the appropriate the grid point filter to be closer to the data at the assimilated
noise. However, in order to compare with grid point models
that used the full space system noise, we pursued other

version of (27):

stations and farther

from it at the withheld

stations.

It would

Q, = p(i)_A' p(i)A'T.
(28) be consistentwith the discussionof section2 to suggestthat
the "higher-resolution" grid point filter tends to overfit the
We have now effectively parameterizedthe "sub grid scale" data locally, perhaps causing it to underweight more remote
(truncatedmode) influence in two ways. First, we addedA'-A
connections. Figure 4 illustrates results at a point where data
to the model in an attempt to captureinfluencesgoing from a are assimilated and one where they are withheld. These
retained mode to the set of discarded modes and then back to
systematic differences are slight. More important, both
retained modes. Second, the noise covariance Q was changed assimilationsimprove markedly on the unfiltered simulation.
to Q' to try to capturethe direct influenceof the discarded At the withheld point, Yap, the two filtered runs do tend to be
modes.

closer

To best maintain the form (23) for the system noise in the

reducedspace,we were led to modifythe transitionmodelA as
well as the noise estimates.

FMR

left A untouched but made ad

hoc adjustmentsto the observational(R) and system noise
(Q) estimates. (We recommendthe discussionin their section
3.2.) As we arguedearlier, theseerrorsare poorly known and
we see no clear reasona priori to prefer one approachto the
other.

It remains to estimate R' from (19) and (20):

R' = HtP'H'*r= H*P*H *r- HPHr.

(29)

to

each

other

than

either

is to

the

observations.

However, they are about as far from the unfilteredrun as they
are from the data. The only important difference between the
two filtered runs is that the reduced space version better
capturesthe low at the end of 1982.

Table 1 also gives results from runs with fewer EOFs
retained in the KF procedure. The comparisonsat the
assimilationpointsworsennoticeablyas the numberof EOFs
is reduced.This is to be expectedsincethe fewerthe spectral
(EOF) components,the less completethe fit to the data. But
there is surprisingly little falloff in skill at the withheld
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Table 1. Rms Differenceswith Observations
of Grid Pointand ReducedKalmanFilter (KF) Experimentsfor the Period
1979-1985

No. of

Name of Station

Location

Grid Point Runs

ReducedKF Runsfor DifferentDimensions
of a ReducedSpace

Station

Lat
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Lon

Unf

Filter

Unf

93 EOFS

32 EOFS

17 EOFS

9 EOFS

5 EOFS

RABAUL
JARVIS
CHRISTMAS
SANTA CRUZ
CALLAO
KWAJALEIN
PENRHYN
TARAWA

4S
0
2N
IS
12S
9N
9S
IN

152E
160W
157W
90W
80W
168E
158W
173E

4.48
4.81
6.28
6.41
6.40
5.93
6.01
5.66

0.86
1.65
2.41
1.87
1.42
1.12
1.41
1.66

5.49
4.40
6.07
6.61
6.74
6.64
6.65
5.92

1.47
2.04
3.26
2.13
2.59
2.46
3.61
2.44

1.94
2.23
3.70
2.28
2.90
3.00
4.19
2.78

2.43
2.01
3.83
2.43
3.03
3.58
4.29
3.16

2.48
2.23
4.11
2.57
3.22
4.20
4.07
4.06

3.28
2.82
4.87
3.01
3.37
4.48
4.09
4.59

KAPINGAMAR
KANTON
HONIARA
YAP
TRUK
NAURU
FANNING

IN
3S
9S
10N
7N
1S
4N

155E
172W
160E
38E
152E
167E
159W

5.26
5.73
7.30
7.14
6.56
7.70
7.76

3.62
4.04
6.40
6.25
5.41
5.57
5.30

5.71
6.57
6.93
6.66
6.68
7.72
7.96

3.58
3.67
6.62
5.74
5.16
5.28
5.67

3.69
3.69
6.65
6.19
5.42
5.41
5.46

3.74
3.73
6.86
6.03
5.08
5.64
5.86

3.61
4.07
6.32
5.67
4.75
5.76
6.70

3.76
4.54
6.42
6.96
4.69
5.91
7.27

93 EOFS

32 EOFS

17 EOFS

9 EOFS

5 EOFS

Betterthan unf by 1 cm on numberof withheldstations
Worse than unf by 1 cm on numberof withheldstations
Betterthan grid KF on numberof withheldstations
Worsethan grid KF on numberof withheldstations

5

5

5

5

4

0

0

0

0

0

5

3

3

4

1

2

3

4

3

6

The grid point assimilationusesa coarsegrid (5ø x 2ø), and the reducedKF assimilationsusea fine grid (2ø x 0.5ø). The latter were run
with 93, 32, 17, 9, and 5 empirical orthogonalfunctions(EOFs) retainedin the representationof the error covariancematrices. "Unf"
indicatesthe unfiltered (no data assimilation)results. Data from Stations9-15 were withheld in all assimilations
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stations. We will pursue this issue in the next section, where
more tide gauge stationsare used in the assimilation.
The reducedKF runsuse a finer grid for the dynamicalmodel.
Presumably,this is advantageous(althoughit is not evident in
the two no assimilation (Unf) columns of Table 1). We think
it is a fair advantage, since our underlying philosophy is to
simplify the filter without sacrificing the complexity of the
model, which would lose numerical accuracy and perhaps
physicalverisimilitude. Nonetheless,we reran the reducedKF
experimentwith the samecoarsegrid model usedby Miller et
al. [1995] for the grid point KF. Resultswere quite similar to
those for the fine grid.

Time

6. Principal Results
6.1.

Comparison

With

Tide Gauge Data

In this section we report the results of assimilation
experimentsfor the period 1975 to 1992 using 34 of the 36
tide gauge stationsshown in Figure 3. Fanning and Jarvis,
two of the stations used by Miller et al. [1995], are not

20

lO
0
-10
-20
-3O

, YAP

(•vithheld),

1980 1981 1982 19•83 19•84 19'85
Time

1986

Figure 4. Comparison between results of Kalman filtering
(KF) in the full grid point (dashedline) and the reduced (solid
line) spaces. Ninety-threeEOFs are retainedin the reducedKF.
Shown are sea level height at (top) SantaCruz, a stationwhere
data are assimilated,and (bottom) Yap, a stationwhere the data
are withheld. Unfiltered model output (dotted line) and
observations (stars) are also shown.
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Table 2. Rms Differenceswith Observations
of ReducedStateSpaceKF Experimentsfor the Period
1975-1982
No. of

Name of Station

Results of KF Runs

Location

(EOFs Retained/ Variance Explained)

Station

Lat

Lon

90W
90W
166E
146E
38E

134E
158E
155E
167E
173E
171E
166W
158W
160W
172W
158W
157W
150W
179E
160E
152E
140W
81W
80W
126E
100W
167E
170W
115W
152E
168E
145E
171W
155W

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

SANTA CRUZ
BALTRA
NOUMEA
SAIPAN
YAP
MALAKAL
POHNPEI
KAPINGAMAR
NAURU
TARAWA
MAJURO

IS
0
22S
15N
10N
7N
7N
IN
IS
IN
7N

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

FRENCH FRI
HONOLULU
RAROTONGA
KANTON
PENRHYN
CHRISTMAS
PAPEETE
FUNAFUTI
HONIARA
RABAUL
NUKU HIVA
LA LIBERTA
CALLAO
DAVAO
ACAPULCO
WAKE
JOHNSTON
ISLA CEDRO
TRUK MOEN
KWAJALEIN
GUAM
PAGO PAGO
HILO

24N
21N
21S
3S
9S
2N
18S
9S
9S
4S
9S
2S
12S
7N
14N
19N
17N
28N
7N
9N
13N
14S
20N

Unf

93/99%

32/90%

17/80%

9/70%

5/60%

5.74
5.45
6.63
8.78
6.89

2.75
2.41
6.60
6.48
7.83

2.75
2.38
6.82
7.19
8.10

2.94
2.43
6.35
6.55
7.35

3.04
2.62
6.49
6.40
6.61

3.09
2.74
6.32
5.80
5.88

8.02
6.73
6.44
7.48
7.45
6.52
8.57
5.60
7.43
6.93
6.99
6.79
5.02
6.26
7.39
7.25
6.24
7.09
6.45
6.13
5.81
9.43
7.98
5.72
6.60
6.09
7.79
6.08
5.89

6.28
3.62
3.82
4.89
4.42
5.17
8.73
4.78
8.89
4.54
5.90
5.42
5.01
5.34
6.06
4.95
5.15
5.34
4.36
5.16
6.48
8.98
7.69
4.84
3.89
4.53
6.49
5.48
4.77

6.21
4.15
4.08
5.33
4.56
4.97
8.51
4.94
7.80
4.81
5.65
5.84
4.82
5.20
6.77
4.54
4.82
5.41
4.11
5.06
5.90
8.09
7.66
4.89
4.24
4.02
6.14
5.68
5.09

6.22
4.53
4.16
5.64
4.82
4.95
8.36
4.81
7.89
5.10
5.20
5.64
4.33
5.32
6.68
4.61
4.85
5.35
4.18
4.94
6.02
8.03
7.73
4.96
4.28
4.38
6.21
5.01
5.15

6.59
4.28
4.11
5.81
5.17
5.62
8.52
4.80
7.67
5.05
5.28
5.43
4.48
5.88
7.27
5.04
3.71
5.52
3.92
5.06
5.77
7.90
7.99
4.80
4.18
4.50
6.18
4.98
5.70

6.82
4.70
4.13
5.68
5.39
5.81
8.61
5.04
7.76
5.36
5.42
5.87
4.44
6.16
8.01
5.84
3.73
5.61
4.08
4.30
5.85
8.06
7.69
4.85
4.63
4.37
6.20
5.06
5.78

Results of KF Runs

(EOFs Retained/ Variance Explained)
Unf

RMS deviation, all stations

6.92

No. of stationsbetter than unf by 1.0 cm
No. of stationsworse than unf by 1.0 cm

93/99%

32/90%

17/80%

9/70%

5/60%

5.78
21
I

5.74
21
I

5.67
22
0

5.73
21
0

5.81
21
0

In eachcasethedatacompared
to werewithheld
in theassimilation.
The reduced
KF assimilations
wererunwith93,
32, 17,9, and5 EOFsretained
in therepresentation
of theerrorcovariance
matrices."Unf"indicates
theunfiltered
(no
data assimilation) results.

rms error is reduced by I cm or more and the correlationis
improved by 0.1 or more. The filtered results are worse than
the unfiltered run at only one station, Rarotonga,far from the
SLDC. We chosenot to use Fanning and Jarvis becausethe equatorin the data sparseSouthPacific.
There is some tendency for errors to be largest at stations
availabletime serieswere very spottyafter 1983 and we were
not confident of the data quality. Not all of the retained close to 20øN or 20øS (also see Figure 7). This may be due to
the phase speed errors of our model at such extra-equatorial
stationshave continuousrecordsfor the entire period. Table 2
presentscomparisons
with observations
at the 34 tide gauge latitudes [Cane and Patton, 1984], an explanation suggested
to us by Mitchum [1994]. In a comparisonof tide gaugeswith
stations in terms of rms differences. Each column for the KF
assimilations
presents
the resultsof 34 separateruns,in each TOPEX data, he deduced a dominance of Rossby wave
Consequently, small
of which one stationis withheld. All comparisonsare against propagation at these latitudes.
withhelddata, as is usualin a cross-validation
procedure.The inaccuraciesin propagationspeedsresult in sizableerrorsin
included in our standard data source, the Integrated Global

Ocean ServicesSystem(IGOSS) Sea Level Programin the
Pacific, which is maintained at the University of Hawaii

data assimilationclearly helps: at almostevery locationthe

sea level.
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A surprising and disconcertingfeature revealed in Table 2
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numbers of EOFs are retained

in the KF calculations. We postponemost discussionfor the
conclusion section and just point out the most salient features
here. Though we did no formal test, the typical differences
among the columns appear to be insignificant, an impression
reinforced by the way the best scores at each location are
distributed among the columns. There are only three stations
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(Santa Cruz, Tarawa, Hilo) where the rms error decreases

monotonically as the number of retained EOFs is increased.
This could just be a random occurrence. Or, since Baltra and
Honolulu are quite close to Santa Cruz and Hilo, respectively,
it is possible that their influence is captured better by the
greater local structure allowed by increasing the numbers of
the EOFs. (Though the favor is not reciprocated: results at
Honolulu and Baltra are not always improvedby increasingthe
number of EOFs.)
By a slight (and surely insignificant) margin the best
overall performance, measured either by rms difference or
-20
=
correlation, was obtained for just 17 EOFs, which accountfor
80% of the variancein the original model run. The 17 seemto
20
'
provide enoughstructureto capturewhateverinformationfrom
the 34 tide gauges our KF procedures manage to use
effectively. Using fewer EOFs makes the analyzed fields
o
===
ß
'
smoother in space and time; smoothing out noise will raise
correlations and lower rms errors. Apparently, not enough
-20•.:
information is addedby increasingthe number of EOFs to do
I •
I
I•
I
I
I
I
I
I
more than merely compensate for this smoothing effect.
1976
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19•
1986
1988
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Time
Since it representslocal structuremore completely, increasing
the
number of EOFs does bring the analysis closer to
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6.2.

Figure 5 illustrates the results at a few selected stations.
Shown are Nauru, in the equatorial waveguide, where a
mediocresimulationin the unfiltered run is greatly improved;
Kwajalein, where the improvement in a somewhat better
unfiltered result is less substantial; Pago Pago, where the
assimilation makes only a slight improvement in a mediocre
unfiltered result; and Yap, where a good unfiltered simulation
is hardly changed. An examination of these figures and
similar ones for the remaining 30 gauge sites disclose few
universal rules. Generally, the results with data withheld
(solid line) appear to be close to those with all data
assimilated (dashed line). The model rarely reaches the
extremes of the observed fluctuations, though Yap is an
exception. Table 2 shows a tendency for better results at
stationscloser to the equatorand for the worst resultsto be at
stationspoleward of 15ø. (Isla Cedro, in the coastalextension
of the waveguide, is a notable exception.) The possible
reasonsare legion. To begin with, the wind-driven simulation
shows little skill in these higher latitudes. The nature of the
dynamics means that the correlation scales are shorter in
higher latitudes, so points there are less influenced by remote
data than are low-latitude locations.

Furthermore, there are

fewer stations in these higher latitudes, so there are fewer
neighboring observation points to influence the assimilation.

However,

the results of Table 2

clearly caution that this does not guarantee improvement

Error

Estimates

A putative virtue of the Kalman filter of which we are
particularly enamored is its ability to supply error estimates.
An estimateof the analysiserror covariancepa at each time is
readily obtained in the course of the assimilation (compare
(6)). However, these estimates are theoretical and are based on
the assumptionswe made in modeling the data error R and
system noise Q.
So before examining the maps of the
estimated error variance, diag(pa), we first verify these
estimates against the actual differences obtained at the
observation points. There are a number of differences one
might consider:
1. On the basisof the unfiltered(no assimilation)stateu u
and the observations w ø we may estimate the difference
covariance

AU=< (wø- Huu)(wø- Huu)r>
t

(30a)

as

Au = HpuHr + R

(30b)

where pu is the estimateof the unfiltered model error (i.e.,
from (13) with no data assimilation) and we have assumedthat
this model error and the observational error are uncorrelated.

2. Usingthe forecasts
in an assimilation
run,uJ•we may
estimate the difference

covariance

zsf=< (wø- Huf) (wø- Huf)T>
t

(31a)
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as

Af = HPfHr + R

i

X

i

i

(3lb)
o xX

o
wherePTis theestimate
of theforecast
error(i.e.,fromKF
( O0 0
equation
(13))andwehaveagainmadeuseof theassumption •,- I•

that this model error and the observationalerror are

•,6 •

o

00 00

x o

X
0

XX x x

o

x

uncorrelated.

o

3. Usingthe analysisin an assimilation
run, ua, we may
estimate the difference covariance between the observations
and the analysisat pointswhere data are assimilated

Aa = < (wø- Hua ) (wø- Hua )r>t
aftersome
manipulation
as

x

o

•4

(32a)

2

0

Aa -- R- ItpaIt r

x •
x

:55

Distancefromthe equator,degrees

(32b)

where pa is the estimateof the analysiserror derived from the

9

KF formalism(i.e., (14)). The formula(32b)accounts
for the
fact

that

the

same

observational

error

affects

both

the

o

o

observationand the analysis[cf. Miller, 1990, p. 11,466].
4.

At stations where data are withheld the differences with

data A w would be formally the same as (32a), but the
theoretical estimate would be similar to (3lb) since the
analysis error is independent of the observational noise at
these points:

Aw = HPaH r+R.

(33)

o

o
•

xo

a=

:55>•<•o

3

rms differences
simulated

between

variables.

the observations

and the model-

Since all the formulas

above are written

oo
o

o

o

x

xo

yo

o

o

o

o(:•X Xx

x

x

x

o x

o

o
x

o

All these A are full difference covariance matrices, but we will

only look at the squareroots of their diagonal elements,the

x

o o

n"4 o

x

o

2
0

Distancefromthe equator,degrees

Rms

differences

with observations
as a function
Figure 7.
in terms of the reduced state space variables, consistency of distancefrom the equator. The KF run used 17 EOFs, andall
requires that the direct comparisons((30a), (31a), (32a)) use resultsare truncatedto 17 EOFs. Actual valuesare indicatedby
the projection of the model fields into the reduced space of open circles, theoretical estimates are indicated by crosses.
(a) Unfiltered run. (b) Analysisat stationswith data withheld.
EOFs.
Thus the observational error R used in the theoretical

estimates ((30b), (3lb), (32b), (33)) should account for the

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

additionalsamplingerror, i.e., the lessenedability of the true
EOFs to representthe observationscomparedwith the true full
state space. Recall that this is one possibleinterpretationfor
R' (comparethe discussionat the end of section3).

i

ß unfiltered

0forecast
ß withheld
data

Actual and estimated errors for the 93 EOF case are shown in

ß alldataincluded

o

Figure 6. (Instead of the mean over the run, the estimatesat

_o.

the end of the run are shown. This was done because we had
not saved all estimates from all 34 runs with data withheld. In

E

all the cases we have examinedthe estimatesconverge
quickly,as expected,so the final estimateis very closeto the
mean.) In general,we judgethe estimatesto be fair to good

ß
e• •_•0o'o
_'•

predictors of the actual error. In most cases the estimate
predictsthe actual values to within a centimeteror two. While

/: ;..".:

1

somescatteris to be expected,there are a numberof points
where the estimatedand actualdifferencesare quite different.
Among them are severalfrom the most telling comparison,
the case of withheld data.

The mean of the estimates for the unfiltered case and the

assimilation compared to withheld data are within a few
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

estimated error, ½m

percent of the actual means, while the mean estimates of the
forecast and the case with all data assimilated are each about

17% higherthan the actualmeans. Agreementin the meanis
moreor lessguaranteed
for the unfilteredcaseby the procedure
observationsand model outputfrom unfilteredand KF runs. used to choose the error model parametersof (23). The
Differencesare definedby (30)-(33). The Kalmanfilter uses estimates for the KF runs are not so constrained. It is
93 EOFs,andtheoutputis reducedto 93 EOFs.
especiallypleasingto see agreementwith the actual valuesin
Figure 6. Actual and estimateddifferencesbetween sea level
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the mean of the estimatesE TMfor the error in the analysisat
points where data are not assimilatedsincethis is the analysis
error we most want to know. However, the estimated E TMcan be

correct if the analysis and observational errors are both
incorrect as long as their sum is correct (see (33)). That the
estimatesof differences for points where data are assimilated
and for forecastsare both high suggeststhat the estimate of R
may be too high. The discrepanciesare somewhat worse for
the 17 EOF case and increase as the number of EOFs is reduced.

The discrepanciescould be reducedby lowering our estimateof
R'.

One might concludethat despitethe great uncertaintyof our
underlying noise estimates,the KF estimateshave capturedthe
main features of the analysis errors. Regardless,a significant
structural problem is revealed in Figure 7, which shows the
actual and expected errors as a function of distance from the
equator (absolute latitude). We have shown the 17 EOF case;
ß

the others are similar.

The actual errors scatter, with no
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systematiclatitude dependence. The estimateshave a definite
latitudinal dependencewith a maximum at about7ø. Since the
observational noise was taken to be the same at all points,
this discrepancypoints to flaws in our model for the system
noise Q.
While the above cautions against reliance on the details of
the estimatederror, our estimatesdo provide a roughly correct
idea of the error magnitude, erring slightly to the high side.
Maps of estimatederrorsare providedin Figures8 and 9. They
clearly show the improvement that the analysis provides
compared to the unfiltered simulation. This improvement is
more striking when one looks at the smoother fields that
result by projecting onto the EOFs. The lower error for 17
EOFs reflects the greater degree of smoothing; the amplitude
of the signal is lower as well. The errorsat the grid scaleare
estimatedby adding P' to pa, where P' is the error due to the

Figure 10. Maps of sea level for December 1982: (top)

discarded modes estimated from the Monte Carlo calculation,

unfiltered (no assimilation); (middle) analysis from the

see (19).

Kalman filter with 17 EOFs; (bottom) analysis from the

Note that the grid scale estimatesare a bit smaller

for the KF with 93 EOFs than for

6.3.

the one with 17.
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with 93 EOFs.

Sea Level Maps

The fruit of this work is a set of analyzedmapsof sealevel,
combining tide gauge observations with an estimate from a
wind driven ocean model. Maps for selectedDecembersare
shownin Figures 10-14. In each figure we showthe unfiltered
(no assimilation) sea level field and the analyzed fields from
the reduced state space Kalman filter with 17 and 93 EOFs.
Shown are three warm events (1982, 1986, 1991; Figures 1012), one cold event (1988; Figure 13), and one non event
(1990; Figure 14). Generally, the two KF analysesare similar
at large scale, with the 93 EOF analysis providing a more

7. Discussion

The resultswe have presentedabove indicate some success
in the primary goal of this work: we have combined the
available tide gauge data with a wind-driven ocean model to
produceanalyzedmaps of sea level in the tropical Pacific. The
maps improve on what the model alone could generate. We
were able to demonstratethe extent of this improvementby
comparisons with data withheld from the assimilations. The
comparisonsshow substantial(=1 cm rms) improvementon
average, with the most consistent positive results in the
detailed, less smooth field.
In two of the warm events the
region within 15ø of the equator. There is also theoretical
assimilationmakes an obvious systematicdifference, moving reasonto believe that our mapsare superiorto thoseproduced
the maximum
from the coast in the unfiltered
field to the
from the sparsearray of tide gaugesalone (e.g., the maps
central equatorial Pacific. This changesuggestsa systematic producedby the Sea Level Data Center at the University of
model problem, though it does not tell us whether to blame the Hawaii). Our assimilationprocedureensuresplausible time
model or the winds driving it. For the 1982 warm event, the continuity,and the model at the core of the procedureenforces
available data are too sparseto have such a strong influence, physically motivated dynamical constraintson the analyzed
although it is also possible that this very strong event truly fields.
had a different
structure.
The unfiltered
version of the cold
We have demonstratedthe reducedstate spaceKalman filter
event (1988) is closer to the analyses, though centered as a feasible data assimilation procedure in a real
slightly farther east. In the more or less normal year of 1990 oceanographic problem.
The Kalman filter is generally
the analysisagain moves the equatorial maximum to the west. acknowledged as a potentially optimal data assimilation
It also increasesits amplitudes. Changeselsewhereare small.
procedure, but one that is prohibitively costly becauseit calls
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for the quite imperfectsimulationmodelsavailablefor large-
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scale oceanography. Even if this were not true• it is hard to
conceive of a real oceanographicproblem where we know
enough to fill the requisite system and observational noise
matrices. Even if we did, the length of oceanographic
assimilations

is

so short

that

detailed

error

models

are

unlikely to help much. This is a consequenceof the Slow
convergenceof the error covariancematriceswith samplesize,
which makesit unlikely that even the correctlong-termerror
statistics will match in any detail the statistics for the
relatively brief periodswe work with.
Finally, we argued that the detail may actually be harmful,
becauseit encouragesthe assimilationto locally overfit the
too sparsedata. The deleterious effects of too much structure
have been pointed out by many authorsof data assimilation
studies. Bennett and Budgell [ 1987] showed that the Kalman
filter

will

create unrealistic

local features if the noise model

hastoo much power at small scales. The review by Busalacchi
[1996] shows the need for smoothness constraints to be a
140E

160E

180

160W

140W

120W

100W

80W

recurrent theme in the application of variational (adjoint)
methods to tropical oceanography [cf. Long and Thacker,
1989a, b; Moore et al., 1987; Sheinbaum and Anderson,
1990a, b]. In addition to dissatisfaction with the structure of
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filter with 93 EOFs.

calculation

of

error

covariance

matrices

whose

dimensionis the squareof the size of the model statespace.
Our approachis to reducethe size of the spaceusedfor the
covariancematricesneededto computethe Kalman gain. The
work reportedhere requiredliterally hundredsof experiments,
each assimilating data once a month for 18 years. It is
perfectly feasible to run them on a workstationin a week's
time. It is true that while the model we used had a fairly high
resolution(2ø x 0.5ø), it is far simpler and faster than an ocean
GCM. Nonetheless,there is nothing about our procedurethat

doesnot carryoverto modelsof arbitrarycomplexity.The
limiting cost factor would be the ability to run the model
itself, not the KF procedure. While the method is quite
general, it is true that the tropical oceans are an especially
favorable environment since, as is well known, variability
there is dominated by a relatively few large-scale structures.
However, we believe the approach will prove broadly
applicable in oceanography. An encouraging example is

20N
j••
__••.
-•...-.,

FMR's application of a similar method to an idealized

25S5

midlatitude jet.
We arguedthat the reductionin the size of the filter matrices
is driven by more compelling considerations than
computational cost. Dee [1995] points out that the formal
assumptionsof Kalman filter theory almost surely do not hold
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Figure 12. Maps of sea level for December 1991ß (top)
unfiltered (no assimilation); (middle) analysis from the
Kalman filter with 17 EOFs; (bottom) analysis from the
Kalman

filter with 93 EOFs.
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influenceof the data (as with Bennett's [1992] representors),
but that has not been done here. The issuemay be investigated
further by choosing a problem with far more data to
assimilate.
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Reverdin et al. [1996] have used the same

machinery to assimilate 86,000 XBTs and bathythermographs
in the same tropical region. Results with 17 modes were
noticeably better than with fewer modes, lending modest
support to this explanation. A planned assimilation of
altimetry data shouldshedaddedlight on this issue.
That the reducedstate spaceKalman filter did as well as the
grid point one supports our argument that our very limited
knowledge of the error structuremakes it pointlessto use the
full state spacein the filter. Unfortunately,the resultshere go
beyond what we desire: apparently, the error models we use
(and perhaps the dynamic model as well) are so poor that
going beyond a very few degrees of freedom extracts little

.....
.........
..........
.
additional

information

from the data.

Attention is best directed to the model and error estimates,
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not to expandingthe filter. The reducedstate spaceapproach
is helpful here, becauseit makes it feasible to perform many
assimilation experiments. It also helps by reducing the
numberof parametersthat must be determinedto fit the error
model. Adaptive approaches[e.g., Dee et al., 1985] become
realisticpossibilities. Earlier, we discussedsomediagnostics

Figure 13. Maps of sea level for December1988: (top)
unfiltered (no assimilation); (middle) analysis from the
Kalman filter with 17 EOFs; (bottom) analysis from the
Kalman filter with 93 EOFs.

adding structure made the search for the optimal solution
poorly conditioned. Ameliorating tactics tried in the
variational context include adding a curvature penalty to the
cost function, weighting the large scales of the prior
estimates,and restricting the iteration count. The approach
we take here is built on acceptance of the inherent
impossibilityof accuratelyreconstructingdetails of the ocean
state from the limited

data available.

14'0E 16'0E 180

In section5 we demonstratedthat the reducedstatespaceKF

producedas good an analysisas a full state spacefilter, one
that kept a row and columnfor every variableat every model
grid point. The more extensivestudyreportedin section6
demonstrated our thesis to the point of embarrassment:
reducingthe statespaceto only five modesgaveresultsbarely
distinguishable
from thoseobtainedwith 93. A priori, we had
expectedthat tensof modeswouldsuffice,but that manytens
would also be necessary, and that the most elaborate
oceanographic problem now imaginable might require
hundreds. On the basis of the assimilationsreportedhere, it
wouldbe hardto arguethat morethan 17 modesare needed.
A possibleexplanationis that with only 34 data pointsto
assimilate,only a handfulof structures
are requiredby the filter
gain. No doubt there is sometruth to this. It would surely
hold if the structureshad been chosento captureefficiently the

160W 140W 12'0W 10'OW80W

Figure 14. Maps of sea level for December 1990: (top)
unfiltered (no assimilation); (middle) analysis from the
Kalman filter with 17 EOFs; (bottom) analysis from the
Kalman

filter

with 93 EOFs.
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that revealedshortcomings
of our error models(e.g., Figure 6)
Cane, M. A., ForecastingE1 Nifio with a geophysicalmodel, in
Teleconnections
LinkingWorldwideClimateAnomalies,
editedby M.
and some possiblefixes (e.g., reducingR'). It is beyondthe
H. Glantz, R. W. Katz, and N. Nicholls,chap. 11, pp. 345-369,
scopeof this paper, but the subjectof tuning error estimates
CambridgeUniv. Press,New York, 1991.
merits a comprehensive study.
Though it cannot Cane,M. A., and R. J. Patton,A numericalmodelfor low-frequency
automatically correct systematicmodel biases, the Kalman
equatorialdynamics,J. Phys.Oceanogr.,14, 1853-1863,1984.
filter framework is useful for analyzing model errors, an Cane,M.A., S. E. Zebiak, and S.C. Dolan,Experimentalforecastsof E1
Nifio, Nature, 321,827-832, 1986.
essentialstep toward model improvement.
One of the oft cited virtues of the Kalman

filter

is that it

producesestimatesof analysiserrors. In this work we were
able to comparethe theoreticalerror estimatesproducedby the
KF machineryagainstactualerrors. Agreementdid not extend
to the details; only the gross features matched. FMR also
reportedsomediscrepancies
betweenerror estimatesand actual
error. Discrepanciesought to be expectedgiven that the KF
estimatesof analysis errors rely on specificationsof poorly
known observational and model system noise covariances.
Our experienceraisesthe questionof how far one shouldtrust
aspectsof the theoreticalestimatesthat havenot beenverified
in someway. This has to be donecarefully,sinceit is likely
that obvious discrepanciesbetween theoretical and actual
errors will be eliminated by being "used up" to tune
specificationsof the noise structure.
Our approachto the Kalman filter opensup a numberof
avenues that should be pursued. Learning how to use
assimilationsto improve the specificationof error modelsis
at the top of the list [cf. Chanet al., 1996]. In the nearfuture
we plan to apply this methodologyto the coupledocean
atmosphere
E1 Nifio-Southern
Oscillationforecasting
modelof
Cane et al. [1986]. We would like to demonstrate the
feasibilityof usingit with an oceangeneralcirculationmodel,
especiallyto assimilatealtimetricsealevel data. As with tide
gaugemeasurements,
altimetryprovidesno directinformation
about

subsurface

thermal

structure.

Data

assimilation

Chan, N-H, J. B. Kadane, R. N. Miller, and W. Palma, Estimation of

tropicalsea level anomalyby an improvedKalmanfilter, J. Phys.
Oceanogr.,26, 1286-1303, 1996.
Cohn, S. E., and D. F. Parrish, The behavior of forecast error
covariances for a Kalman filter in two dimensions, Mort. Weather
Rev., 119, 1757-1785, 1991.

Dee, D. P., Simplificationof the Kalmanfilter for meteorological
data
assimilation,Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc., 117, 365-384, 1991.

Dee, D. P., On-line estimationof error covarianceparametersfor
atmosphericdata assimilation,Mort. WeatherRev., 123, 1128-1145,
1995.

Dee, D. P., S. E. Cohn,A. Dalcher,andM. Ghil, An efficientalgorithm
for estimatingnoisecovariancein distributedsystems,IEEE Trans.
Autom. Control, A C 30, 1057-1065, 1985.

Ezer, T., and G. L. Mellor, A numericalstudyof the variabilityandthe
separationof the Gulf Stream induced by surface atmospheric
forcingandlateralboundaryflows,J. Phys.Oceanogr.,22, 660-682,
1992.

Fu, L-L, I. Fukumori, and R. N. Miller, Fitting dynamicmodelsto the
Geosatsea level observationsin the tropical Pacific Ocean, II, A
linear,wind-drivenmodel,J. Phys.Oceanogr.,23, 2162-2181, 1993.
Fukumori,I., and P. Malanotte-Rizzoli,An approximateKalman filter
for ocean data assimilation: An example with an idealized Gulf
Streammode,J. Geophys.Res., 100, 6777-6793, 1995.
Fukumori, I., J. Benveniste, C. Wunsch, and D. B. Haidvogel,
Assimilation of sea surface topographyinto an ocean circulation
modelusinga steady-statesmoother,J. Phys.Oceanogr.,23, 18311855, 1993.

Ghil, M., Meteorological data assimilation for oceanographers,I,
Description and theoretical framework, Dyn. Atmos. Oceans,13,
171-218, 1989.

experimentshave shownthe value of surfaceobservations
for

Ghil, M., andP. Malanotte-Rizzoli,Dataassimilation
in meteorology
and
oceanography,Adv. Geophys.,33, 141-266, 1991.

models with substantial vertical structure to be limited [e.g.,

Ghil, M., S. E. Cohn, J. Tavantzis, K. Bube, and E. Isaacson,

Long and Thacker, 1989b] withoutthe useof a priori empirical
information to connect the surface and subsurface [e.g., Ezer

Applicationsof estimationtheory to numericalweatherprediction,in
Dynamic Meteorology: Data Assimilation Methods,edited by L.
Bengtsson,M. Ghil, and E. Kallen, pp. 139-224, Springer-Verlag,

New York, 1981.
and Mellor, 1992]. Our procedureis intrinsicallymultivariate;
furthermore, it automatically fills in the horizontal gaps Goldenberg,S., and J. J. O'Brien, Time and spacevariabilityof tropical

between orbital tracks. Thus it seems well suited to this task.
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